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Amazing tales from Planet
Tabloid

Welcome to our weekly trip to the outer
fringes of the news agenda, this time
featuring a major breach of health and
safety regulations in the Daily Star, a
SERVICES new threat to the nation's pubs and why
Daily E-mail death is bad for your health.
News Ticker
Mobiles/PDAs

Fishy story of the week
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Feedback

The Sun reported on 21 January how Swedish
backpacker Andre Ronnlund was attacked by a
Low Graphics gigantic non-shark-like fish called a grouper
when he was scuba-diving in Australia.
Help

I WAS GIANT FISH'S
LUNCH - BUT
MONSTER SPAT ME
OUT was the headline.
"I was hit from
underneath and
suddenly I was inside
the mouth of this big
fish. I thought I was
going to die."
"You should have seen the

Mr Ronnlund told how one that got away"
the 7ft grouper
attacked him while he was under the water.
"I was stuck in its mouth and it was squeezing
pretty hard. I felt the blood running down my
neck"

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/1782747.stm
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Mr Ronnlund then "blacked out" while his head
was "spat out". Although under water, he
woke up at once and then swam back to
seashore. There were no witnesses.
Mr Ronnlund, 24, is OK now.
Unlucky headline clash of the week
The Daily Mail got hot and bothered about the
issue of intrusion into people's private lives in
the wake of the Rose Addis vs Whittington
Hospital argument.
WHAT ABOUT OUR
PRIVACY MR BLAIR?
bellowed the front
page on 24 January.
Unfortunate, then,
that the Mail carried
the strapline
EXCLUSIVE: INTIMATE
PICTURES FROM
ROBBIE WILLIAMS'
FAMILY PHOTO ALBUM Privacy - not for the likes of
- promising a veritable Robbie
orgy of intrusion into
privacy - across the top of the very same
page.
The Barmy Bureaucrats of Brussels©
Latest
Not satisfied with banning PVC underwear,
straightening out the bends in bananas and
banging the Great British Bangers the Barmy
Bureaucrats© are now hatching a plot to put
British pubs and clubs out of business.
The sneaky plan,
according to the Daily
Mail, involves a
proposed law to make
bar staff wear earmuff-style protectors
because of the
dangers to hearing
posed by long-term
exposure to bar noise
such as loud music.
One lump or two?

In a master class
demonstration of the use of the word "could"
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